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● Project Origins
● Homosaurus documentation
● Homosaurus in OCLC 

○ Non-PCC records 
○ PCC records

● Where do we go from here?

Outline



● Did a focus on EDI and ethical description initiatives result in 
real world impact?

● Using Homosaurus as an example, we wanted to see if there 
was an increase in OCLC records using Homosaurus terms.

● What can the metadata in OCLC records tell us?

Project Origins



● Presentations introducing Homosaurus
● Orbis Cascade Alliance’s Homosaurus Cataloging and 

Implementation Trainings
● Homosaurus Documentation and Implementation

Existing Talks, Trainings and Documentation



● Conflicts with LCSH terms
● Addition of scope notes
● Removal of non-LGBTQ+ specific terms

Continual Evolution of Homosaurus



● Be thoughtful about terminology
● Be as specific as possible
● One by one is preferable to a batch process
● URIs

What do we see in the data?

Training Highlights



The Data

● Queried OCLC Database in June 2023 via MarcEdit’s z39.50 
client

○ Searched for appearance of “homoit” in MARC records 

using OCLC’s “Other Subject Headings” index
● Final set of records: ~10K



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

7151 
records

5070 
Elvl = blank

3473 
records for 

fiction



# of Records by Date Entered (008/00-05)

“Homoit” approved as 
a MARC source code, 
2019

Data up to June 2023



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Homosaurus

LCSH

Full record: https://search.library.ucla.edu/permalink/01UCS_LAL/17p22dp/alma9996960101606533



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Most frequently used terms in 
650

# of 
instances

friendships $v juvenile fiction 627

lgbtq+ people 626

friendships 402

family members $v juvenile fiction 358

gender identity 337



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Most frequently used terms in 
650

# of 
instances

friendships $v juvenile fiction 627

lgbtq+ people 626

friendships 402

family members $v juvenile fiction 358

gender identity 337

Most frequently used terms in 
650 - exact LCSH string match

# of 
instances

gender identity 337

police 307

women 241

secrecy 185

gay men 180



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Full record: https://search.library.ucla.edu/permalink/01UCS_LAL/17p22dp/alma9996977834006533



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Full record: https://search.library.ucla.edu/permalink/01UCS_LAL/17p22dp/alma9918320399406531



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Most frequently used terms in 
655

# of 
instances

lgbtq+ fiction 249

lesbian romance fiction 134

lgbtq+ graphic novels 105

gay fiction 105

gay romance fiction 89



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Most frequently used terms in 
655

# of 
instances

lgbtq+ fiction 249

lesbian romance fiction 134

lgbtq+ graphic novels 105

gay fiction 105

gay romance fiction 89

Most frequently used terms in 
655 - variant LCGFT match

# of 
instances

lgbtq+ fiction [queer fiction] 249

lgbtq+ comics [queer comics] 78

lgbtq+ films [queer films] 63

lgbtq+ poetry [queer poetry] 26



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Full record: OCLC #1345219429 Full record: https://id.loc.gov/authorities/genreForms/gf2022026063.html



Homosaurus in non-PCC records

Full record: OCLC #1264409805

https://homosaurus.org/v3/homoit0000607

https://homosaurus.org/v2/halloween



Homosaurus in PCC records

2836 
records

2788 
Monographs

48
Serials/IRS



Date Cataloged/Entered into OCLC



Top 10 occurring Homosaurus and LCSH terms in MARC 650 field

Total terms: 596 Total terms: 6283



HOMOSAURUS TERM: Family members: A group of people in kinship through 
adoption, biology, or choice

HOMOSAURUS TERM: Friendships: Connections based on 
affection and trust between two or more people



Is Homosaurus being used to describe resources with LGBTQ+ related 
subjects?

Is Homosaurus being used in a way so it can provide additional/supplemental 
coverage to LCSH?

Implications - questions



Novels 511

Picture books 331

Romance fiction 208

Gay fiction 84

Lesbian fiction 51

Queer fiction 28

Total terms: 250

LCGFT GENRE TERMS

Total terms: 134

HOMOSAURUS GENRE TERMS



Total of 48 serial records (bib 
level s and i) out of the total 2836 
records

Total of 44 Homosaurus terms in 
MARC 650 field

Total of 4  Homosaurus terms in 
MARC 655  field

Homosaurus terms in CONSER records



Homosaurus terms 
in CONSER records: 

*Healthcare for 
LGBTQ+ people
–additional coverage

*Activist and other 
terms
–not in Homosaurus 
or deprecated



Initial observations

Records entered into OCLC since 2019 have more Homosaurus terms than those 
entered in prior years

Highest occurring Homosaurus terms in MARC field 650 (ex: friendships, family 
members) often do not represent LGBTQ topics 

Same/very similar to LCSH 
How they came to be added in records

Contrast:
CONSER records

Limitations on edits in OCLC

Homosaurus terms in MARC field 655
LGBTQ+ topic focused



A complicated picture

Is there an increase in the use of 
Homosaurus?

Likely yes

Are we following best practices for using 
non-LCSH linked data vocabularies like 
Homosaurus?

Manual addition; Specific terms; 
Supplement to LCSH (nuances)

Batch adding? 



Did not consider:
Records in OCLC which do 
not have Homosaurus terms 
but are on LGBTQ+ topics



Impact on discovery

Homosaurus and LCSH terms 
that are the same/similar: 

LCSH: Friendship
Homosaurus: Friendships

LCSH: Grandparents + $v
Homosaurus: Grandparents

Impact on users:
Clutter in the catalog (users 
don’t see scope notes)



How might we encourage more use of Homosaurus in line with best 
practices?

Create local policies/training?

How might we keep up with updates to changing terminology in MARC 
records?

Terms that are deprecated: Halloween (among others)
Terms that do not exist: Activist (among others)

Issues to consider



Thank you!

Contact Information
Paromita Biswas, pbiswas@library.ucla.edu
Amanda Mack, amanda.mack@cinema.ucla.edu
Erica Zhang, ezhang20@library.ucla.edu



Homosaurus Documentation and Implementation Guide
https://homosaurus.org/about (under Resources)

Orbis Cascade Alliance’s Homosaurus Training and Resources page:
https://www.orbiscascade.org/programs/scts/technical-services/docu
mentation/homosaurus-training-resources-and-faq/

Bibliography of Resources

https://homosaurus.org/about
https://www.orbiscascade.org/programs/scts/technical-services/documentation/homosaurus-training-resources-and-faq/
https://www.orbiscascade.org/programs/scts/technical-services/documentation/homosaurus-training-resources-and-faq/

